
Dear M/s Haidari

Re; DA 2020/0552 - 181 Allambie Heights Road, ALLAMBIE HEIGHTS, NSW, 2100

Please accept my considered and strongest OBJECTION to DA 2020/0552 - 181 Allambie 
Heights Road, Allambie Heights, NSW, 2100.
I submit the following criteria in support of my concerns and objections.

As a WW2 veteran and RSL member with a long association with Manly Warringah War 
Memorial State Park I find this proposal conflicts and desecrates the sacred memory embodied 
in it’s dedication “IN MEMORY TO ALL WHO GAVE THEIR LIVES , SERVED OR ARE 
SERVING IN THE AUSTRALIAN ARMED FORCES, CIVILIAN SUPPORT SERVICES AND 
THOSE WHO ASPIRE FOR WORLD PEACE.”…This distinctive War Memorial - unequally in 
all Australia - embraces the total park area including waterways, military heritage, Aboriginal 
history and a wealth of native fauna and flora…I would be failing my departed comrades if I did 
not do all possible to uphold and defend the integrity and sanctity their last memorial resting 
place.

I wish to make clear my comments are in no way directed against “ aged care facilities ", it is 
this proposal’s placement adjacent to MWWMSP, it’s detrimental impacts and their 
consequences presently and into the future to which I object.

The scale of this proposal will inevitably create both storm and sub surface water impacts on 
the headwaters of Curl Curl Creek and ultimately the dam water to the detriment of the land 
and water ecology and ancient Galaxia Climbing fish. 

The keeping of domestic pets - cats in particular, possible, the scourge of feral cat populations 
in the Park - - is a serious issue..., with Australia foremost in world wildlife extinction, where 
even if a condition were placed by Council, the policing and management over time is 
unrealistic.

Whether or not AZP would be a requirement, scientists inform us of the certainty of extremes of 
weather in particular heat waves ( bush fires ) and flooding to name a few….there would be 
demands for APZ for the occupants safety, another reason this unsuitable, unsafe and 
inappropriate DA fails to address.

The loss of 85 native trees with vital habitat is a serious issue, just replacing with 130 trees fails 
the “ natural habitat test ie; the greatest cause of wildlife extinction is habitat loss “

This proposal would be seen from a number of Park positions diminishing the ambience and 
viewing amenity…whilst MWWMSP is for all to respectfully enjoy, by it’s very sacred role it is a 
place for REFLECTION, CONTEMPLATION and aspiring for PEACE….The fact many 
hundreds - on occasion - honour ANZAC and REMEMBRANCE DAY Commemorations 
reflects the Honourable Place it is held in society…this development would have a degrading 
impact ie; it’s sacred integrity diminished by unworthy gain.

This proposal would be in part on Crown Land that has requirements for Public Use….clearly, 
this is private use regardless.
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That the applicant indicates the buying of BIO BANKIN CREDITS flies in the face of their 
claims of improving the environment. as reported in the press.
The added harm to threatened fauna species eg; Climbing Glaxia fish, Eastern Pygmy 
Possum, Powerful Owl, Grey Headed Flying Fox, Little Bent Winged Bat and other species is 
important to the ecological wellbeing to all who recognise the interconnectedness of nature, 
and humanity’s part it plays.

It is exactly a century since this distinctly special MWWMSP ( MWMP ) was declared a War 
Memorial To The Fallen And Those Who Served Their Country And It’s People In Time Of Peril 
…..LEST WE FORGET.

Thank you for your consideration.
Raymond Cox... ex RAAF, Merchant Navy. 


